1. The Lord said things would "wax worse & worse!" (2Ti.3:13.) Until at the very end there will be "a time of trouble such as was not since the beginning of the world!" (Da.12:1, Mt.24:21.) But then there is a nice little promise after that: "No, nor ever shall be!"—after that, there will never be a time of trouble for us again! Hallelujah!

2. The worse it gets, the closer we are to the end! The worse it gets, the more the sign that our job is almost over. The worse it gets, the greater proof that we have nearly finished the job, & that some of us may soon be going to our reward! PTL!

3. I believe we are going to have more martyrs—we've already had a few. I believe there is going to be some suffering. Some of us have already had a little suffering & a little persecution, a few trials & tribulations, running from country to country, spending time in jail etc.—maybe you're thinking:

4. "Dad, haven't you got any better prospects for us than that?"—Well, at the end of his long list of promises in Matthew 19:29 & Mark 10:29-30, the Lord said if you forsake anything for Jesus, "ye shall receive 100-fold (100 times as many!) in this life!—with persecutions!"

5. And Jesus answered & said, verily I say unto you, there is no man that hath left house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my sake, & the gospel's, but he shall receive an hundred-fold now in this time, houses, & brethren, & sisters, & mothers, & children, & lands, with persecutions; & in the world to come eternal life. (Mt.10:29-30.)—All this & heaven too!

6. A hundred houses. I've lived in nearly that many. A hundred more lands!—Well, we're still movin'! A hundred fathers & mothers in the Lord! I'm sure we have that many today! We have thousands of brothers & sisters!—& in our family you girls can have a hundred husbands!—HA! Especially you persons!—Every boy in the family is happily married to you in the Lord!

7. And I don't have just a hundred wives, or even 1,000!—I've got thousands!—every woman in the family would be happy to be my wife! & you are, in the Lord's love! I've made love to at least a hundred, & to thousands in the spirit!—Just send me your full-frontal photo!—& smile!—feel it!—but then he says: "With persecutions!" I don't doubt that, for the Lord wants to push us out of old worn-out fields & into new countries reaching new people in new languages to new ends of the earth! The Lord promised he would be with us to the ends of the earth—"even unto the end of the world!" (Mt.28:20.) It's true both ways: to the ends of the earth & the end of time!

9. But how can he be with us if we don't go?

10. So it may be a harder year, a leaner year, more difficult & less numerous in some ways. Maybe we'll not be the same quantities, but I believe we're going to have more quality. Maybe we'll not have the same big countries, but we're going to reach more little countries—not the big peoples but more little peoples.

11. We're going to be in more places & reaching more different people than we ever have before! Because the Lord's going to drive us there with persecution, if he has to! We're going to have to go, whether we want to go or not! The Lord is going to see to it that we go anyway!—because he wants every tongue & tribe & nation to hear.

12. Maybe they've heard a little bit, but they didn't understand. Maybe you have to go there in person to explain it, PTL? So I see ahead what I feel & what the Lord has shown: There may be darker days ahead, rougher roads & even heavier loads. But I believe that we're going to go further & reach people we've never reached before!

13. And we are going to be closer to the end of our job!—And the worse things get, the better they are going to get the sooner! PTL! That's why the Lord was so specific in his prophecies in the word of the exact length of the days of the endtime.

14. He gives the exact 3½-year length of the great tribulation period over & over again in so many different ways that you cannot possibly misunderstand it: 3½ years (Da.7:25; 9:27; 12:11), 24 months (Re.11:2.), 1260 days (Re.12:6.)—& I misunderstand it. Maybe they've heard a little bit, but they didn't understand. Maybe you have to go there in person to explain it, PTL? So I see ahead what I feel & what the Lord has shown: There may be darker days ahead, rougher roads & even heavier loads. But I believe that we're going to go further & reach people we've never reached before!

15. Because you're going to be counting the days! That's one thing that's going to keep you going, to know it is not going to be much longer! That ought to help keep you going this year. To realize that perhaps the biggest part of your job is behind you!

16. What is this year?—1979?—What did the Lord show us, or how did we interpret it, that the rise of the anti-christ would be when—sometime in the '80's? Well, if 1993 is the end, then the 3½ year tribulation has to begin in 1989, which means the 7-year anti-christ world government has to begin to rule & reign over the earth in 1985!

17. If the end is going to be in 1993—let's say it might be January of 1993. So if you take 7 years from 1992, you've got sometime in 1985 that the anti-christ is going to take over & be the supreme ruler of the earth!—And if he is going to take over completely, lock, stock &
18. THEN THE A.C. HAD BETTER GET MOVING PRETTY SOON, BECAUSE HE'S ONLY GOT ABOUT 5 OR 6 MORE YEARS TO MAKE IT TO THE TOP! I'M CONVINCED HE IS ALREADY BUSY DOING IT BEHIND THE SCENES! BECAUSE IF HE IS GOING TO BE THE WORLD DICTATOR IN ONLY 6 YEARS FROM NOW, HE MUST BE ALREADY ALIVE & WORKING AT IT!

19. HE MUST RIGHT NOW ALREADY BE WELL ON HIS WAY TO WORLD POWER! FOR A MAN WHO IS TODAY UNKNOWN, TO MAKE IT TO BE THE WORLD DICTATOR OF THE EARTH WITHIN ONLY 6 MORE YEARS WOULD BE QUITE A RECORD!—SO HE'LL START SOON! HE MUST ALREADY BE VERY BUSILY PLOTTING & PLANNING HOW TO TAKE IT ALL OVER!

20. IT'S LATER THAN YOU THINK! IF THE RED DRAGON OF REVELATION 12:3 & THE RED BEAST OF REVELATION 13 ARE TODAY'S REDS, HIS COMING ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT, THEY ARE ALREADY VERY WELL ON THEIR WAY TO TAKING OVER THE WORLD! SO, I DON'T SEE HOW HE CAN BE ANYTHING BUT A RED!—AND YET, I DON'T SEE HOW HE COULD BE THAT SMART WITHOUT BEING A JEW!—OR A MUSLIM!

21. THAT'S WHY THE FAMILY HAS GOTTEN SO WELL ON ITS WAY, SO MANY OF US ARE JEWS! I LOOK AROUND ME & I SEE QUITE A FEW MORE BEHIND ME—SELF! DON'T BE ASHAMED OF IT! WHEN THEY ARE GOOD, THEY'RE VERY, VERY GOOD!—IT'S ONLY WHEN THEY'RE BAD THAT THEY'RE HORRID!

22. SO THAT'S WHAT I SEE FOR THIS COMING YEAR & THE FEW MORE YEARS YET TO COME! DO YOU REALISE THAT 1985 IS NOW ONLY 6 YEARS AWAY! CAN YOU REMEMBER 6 YEARS AGO?—CAN YOU REMEMBER 1973 CLEARLY?—DOES IT SEEM A VERY LONG TIME AGO?—YET IT WAS 6 YEARS AGO!—BUT IT SEEMS ALMOST LIKE YESTERDAY WHEN 6 YEARS AGO WE WERE IN LONDON!

23. 1973 WAS THE YEAR WE FIRST STARTED PUTTING NO LETTERS ON THE STREETS! THAT WAS THE YEAR WE FIRST FOUND OUT WE COULD SELL 'M! WE WERE LIKE THE OLD SONG: (SINGS:) "OH, MINNIE STARTED NOOCHING AT THE AGE OF TWO, SHE MOOCHED ALL THE WAY TO LENNOX AVENUE!"—SHE GAVE IT AWAY UNTIL SHE FOUND OUT THAT SHE COULD SELL IT! FOR YEARS WE WERE GIVING IT AWAY BEFORE WE FOUND OUT WE COULD SELL IT!

24. '73!—THAT WAS THE YEAR WE FIRST FOUND OUT WE COULD SELL IT! IT WAS A BIG BOOST IN HELPING THE FAMILY GET REALLY ROLLING, THANK THE LORD! IT HELPED US SURVIVE, PAY THE BILLS & PIONEER! BUT IN MANY PLACES THOSE DAYS OF OPEN LITNESSING ARE FAST APPROACHING THE END! THEY'VE ALREADY ENDED SOME PLACES!

25. ANYHOW, IN THE "70 YEARS PROPHECY" & A NUMBER OF OTHER INTERPRETATIONS OF DIFFERENT PROPHECIES & REVELATIONS PUT TOGETHER, THAT'S WHAT IT ADDED UP TO: THE 2ND COMING OF CHRIST ABOUT 1993!

26. I'M NOT SAYING I'M ABSOLUTELY SURE I'M RIGHT—I COULD BE WRONG! BUT LET'S JUST SUPPOSE THAT MY ESTIMATES, GUESSTIMATES & INTERPRETATIONS ARE CLOSE TO BEING CORRECT: 6 YEARS FROM NOW, BELOVED, THE ANTI-CHRIST WILL NOT BE BEGINNING TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD, BUT HE'LL HAVE ALREADY TAKEN OVER THE WORLD! SO HE MUST BE GOING TO BEGIN PRETTY QUICKLY!

27. I SEARCH THE NEWSPAPERS DAILY FOR SIGNS OF HIM: EVEN THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM & THE NEW CREDIT SYSTEM THEY ARE WORKING ON ARE BEGINNING SIGNS OF HIS SOON ARRIVAL.—FIRST THEY HAD TO GET IT TOGETHER ECONOMICALLY WITH THE EEC, THEN MONETARILY WITH THE EMS. THEY HAD TO HAVE THE UNITED EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM WORK WITH THE ECU'S, EUROPEAN CURRENCY UNITS "EURO-UNITS" FIRST—BEFORE THEY CAN HAVE A UNITED CREDIT SYSTEM (6 LETTERS EACH!—666?)

28. ALL OF THESE ARE SIGNS POINTING TO THE END! THIS IS WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN & HOW THEY ARE GOING TO RUN THE WORLD WHEN THE TIME COMES! BELIEVED, IT'S ALMOST OVER! THIS IS ALMOST THE END! THE ANTI-CHRIST HAS TO APPEAR WITHIN THE NEXT FEW YEARS, MONTHS, WEEKS OR DAYS (2TH.2:3.) IF HE'S GOING TO MAKE IT TO THE TOP & TAKE OVER THE WHOLE WORLD BY 1985!

29. THE CAMP DAVID AGREEMENT HAS FAILED FLAT ON ITS FACE! THE PARTICIPANTS KNEW THIS PEACE EFFORT WAS FINISHED BEFORE LAST YEAR'S CHRISTMAS TREES GOT DRY! THEY KNEW IT EVEN WHEN THEY WENT TO CAMP DAVID! THEY KNEW IT WASN'T GOING TO WORK.

30. IT WAS ALL A BIG POLITICAL DEAL FOR CARTER!—IT'S REALLY FUNNY HOW HE HAS MADE SUCH A FLOP OF EVERYTHING—POOR FELLOW! "THE CHILDREN OF THIS WORLD ARE WISER IN THEIR GENERATION THAN THE CHILDREN OF LIGHT." (LK.16:8.) HE'S SUPPOSED TO BE A CHILD OF LIGHT, SO MAYBE THAT ACCOUNTS FOR WHY HE'S SO DUMB! FINALLY HE GOT DESPERATE BEFORE THE END OF 1978: HE HAD TO HAVE SOME KIND OF A GREAT POLITICAL INTERNATIONAL-RELATIONS VICTORY, SO HE LOOKED AROUND FOR SOMETHING DESPERATELY, & HE GRABBED CHINA IN DESPERATION, & RECOGNISED RED CHINA FOR THE FIRST TIME! SO NOW HE'LL GO DOWN IN HISTORY AS THE FIRST PRESIDENT WHO OFFICIALLY RECOGNISED RED CHINA. WELL, THAT'SN'T SETTLED ANYTHING EITHER!

31. THE CAMP DAVID AGREEMENT HAS FAILED FLAT ON ITS FACE! THE PARTICIPANTS KNEW THIS PEACE EFFORT WAS FINISHED BEFORE LAST YEAR'S CHRISTMAS TREES GOT DRY! THEY KNEW IT EVEN WHEN THEY WENT TO CAMP DAVID! THEY KNEW IT WASN'T GOING TO WORK.

32. THE SHAH IS STILL MOVING FROM RESORT TO RESORT! (SEE "THE SHAH'S LAST RESORT!"—NO. 733.) YOU'VE HEARD THE LATEST NEWS, I'M SURE: HE LEFT IRAN, BUT APPOINTED A NEW GOVERNMENT & A COUNCIL OF REGENTS TO REPRESENT HIM IN HIS "TEMPORARY" ABSENCE. EVEN THOUGH THE U.S. SAID, "OH NO, NO! IT'S NOT GOING TO HAPPEN!" & THE SHAH SAID, "NO, IT'S NOT GOING TO HAPPEN", THE LORD SAID IT WAS GOING TO HAPPEN.—AMEN.

33. FRANCE HAS THROWN A TEMPORARY MONKEY WRENCH INTO THE EURO-UNITS, BUT I STILL BELIEVE IT IS GOING TO HAPPEN!—AND SO DOES THE EEC! THE DEVIL TRIES TO FIGHT A LOT OF THINGS THAT GOD HAS SAID ARE GOING TO HAPPEN, & HE TRIES TO KEEP THEM FROM HAPPENING IN ORDER TO MAKE GOD OUT A LIAR! BUT THEY'LL HAPPEN, SOONER OR LATER. GOD'S DELAYS ARE NOT DENIALS, SO SOMETIMES WE JUST HAVE TO WAIT.

34. BUT I DON'T BELIEVE WE'RE GOING TO HAVE TO WAIT MUCH LONGER!—PTL? (FAMILY: AMEN!) WE DON'T HAVE MUCH FURTHER TO GO! ACCORDING TO THOSE PROPHECIES, IT SOUNDED LIKE I WOULD HAVE ABOUT 10 MORE YEARS TO LIVE! I MIGHT LIVE TO BE 70—(DON'T KNOW. AT THE RATE I'VE BEEN GOING LATELY, IT SEEMED A BIT QUESTIONABLE!) A FEW TIMES LATELY, I WONDERED IF I WAS GOING TO MAKE IT! BUT I DECIDED I BETTER STAY FOR YOUR SAKE.

35. BUT WE'RE NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO PARADE...
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into the clubs a dozen—strong with everybody exclaiming, "here comes the family of love!" those days are over: they were great days while they lasted! we had a lot of fun & we won a lot of souls. but we're going to have to do things differently now, more secretly.

36. i believe we're going to have a greater mail ministry than we have ever had before! you can hide your witness in an envelope! you can mail it undercover!—if you know anything about stamp collecting, the envelope is called a cover!—ha! you can secrete your witness under a cover & even send it across borders, through iron curtains, bamboo curtains, oil curtains, through whatever kind of curtains there are!—ffing under covers too! ha! by mail we can reach souls we could never reach in person! but you need to start gathering more names & addresses of your daily acquaintances, contacts, friends, relatives, backsliders, fish, people you meet.—and get from them the names & addresses of their friends.

37. there are all kinds of ways to do it!—"oh, you like that letter?—you liked what it had to say?—would you like for me to send you some more?—just give me your name & address & i'll be happy to!" maybe they wouldn't want to do it themselves, maybe they would be ashamed to do it themselves, but:

39. "and how would you like for me to send some to your friends that you're concerned about? how would you like for me to write that person you are talking about, that you're burdened about, & send him some of these letters?—maybe he wouldn't take it from you, maybe you're afraid to talk with him. but i can just say, 'a friend of a friend of a friend of yours told me about you, & i just wanted to tell you how i found the solution in my life. i've found the way to happiness, & here it is in this letter.'"

40. i believe we're going to have much more of a mail ministry.—female, too!—ffing & mail ministry by males & females! we're going to have a more secret, incognito, unobserved witness than we have had before. do you understand?—there are many ways in which you can witness. i've heard many stories from many missionaries who witnessed behind many curtains:

41. in the early days of the russian revolution they were massacring christians by the hundreds of thousands!—but you don't hear much about that anymore, do you? you hear all about hitler & how he was supposed to have killed 6 million jews!—well, they've never been able to prove yet that he even killed 60,000! but anyway, the jews will never let you forget that!

42. those were dangerous days in the early days of russian communism! they didn't hesitate to slaughter christians! yet there were many christians who survived & witnessed & carried on & distributed the gospel & the scripture despite severe persecution!

33. one group of christians, 10 or 12 men, used to meet at night in a cellar by candlelight. they didn't have enough copies of the scriptures, so they would copy the scriptures by hand, a page-at-a-time!

44. secretly in a dark shuttered cellar, with just enough light to write out copies of pages that somebody had torn out of a new testament, they copied them by hand, so they could have copies for themselves & to distribute to their friends & families.

43. there's going to be a famine for the word of god! in our early days, we warned & warned you to memorize the word, because some day you are not going to have a bible! it's even getting dangerous to cross a border now with a bible, because you might be identified with those radical sects!

46. so, although the days are getting rougher, they are also getting shorter! ptl! maybe that's why in the rough wintertime, the lord lets the days be the shortest. it's in summertime, beautiful summer, when the days are the longest. so, though rougher, harder grows the way & life seems darker day by day, & the load seems heavier each step of the way, you are getting closer to the end! ptl?

47. your job is almost done, & it won't be long now, thank the lord! every sign points to it. there is every indication, including the present persecution. i don't think this persecution is just going to wane & they'll forget about it, as long as our enemies can keep whipping it up.

48. but if they try to get too rough, you know what i think the lord is going to do?—he's going to give them something to worry about, & it'll be a lot worse than us!—he already has some places! either more terrorists, or depression, or political problems or "natural" disasters & catastrophes etc. god has ways of shakin' us loose from us!

49. so you can thank the lord that the job is almost done, & we're getting near the end of the road! ptl! there's an old song we used to sing (sings):

"there'll be light in the sky from that palace on high when i come to the end of the road! sweet relief from all care will be waiting me there when i come to the end of life's road! when the long day is ended and my journey is o'er i shall rest in his blessed abode! there the ones that i love will be waiting for me when i come to the end of life's road."

50. then there was another old song my mother used to like me to sing to her, & it went something like this—to cheer you up a bit! (:sings:) "when morning dawns, farewell to earthly sorrows! farewell to all the troubles of today! there'll be no pain, no death in god's tomorrow when morning dawns & shadows flee away!"

51. how little then these trials of life will seem, how light the heavy burdens we have borne! the deepest sorrow like a passing dream will be forgotten in that blessed morn!—when morning dawns, farewell to earthly sorrow; farewell to all the troubles of today!
52. **DO TRUST IN GOD, HOWEVER DARK YOUR WAY!**

**NO MATTER WHAT HARD TURNS THE ROAD MAY TAKE!**

**HOLD TO HIS HAND UNTIL THE BREAK OF DAY, WHEN IN HIS LIKENESS WE SHALL THEN AWAKE!**

**WHEN MORNING DawNS, FAREWELL TO EARTHLY SORROW!**

**FAREWELL TO ALL THESE TROUBLES OF TODAY!**

**THERE'LL BE NO PAIN, NO DEATH IN GOD'S TOMORROW WHEN MORNING DAWNS & SHADOWS FLEE AWAY!**

---

53. **HALLELUJAH! THANK YOU, LORD! HALLELUJAH!**

(ABRAHAM: **THE LORD GIVES THESE SONGS TO COMFORT YOU AND YOUR FATHER.** WE'LL SOON BE AT THE END OF THE ROAD—and the end of the road for us will be just the beginning:** THANK YOU, LORD!**

**HALLELUJAH! (DAD SINGS:)**

"WHEN WE ALL GET TO HEAVEN WHAT A DAY OF REJOICING THAT WILL BE! WHEN WE ALL SEE JESUS, WE'LL SING & SHOUT THE VICTORY! HALLELUJAH! THANK YOU, LORD!"

54. **WELL, IT'S A GOOD TIME FOR MARIA & I TO SING YOU OUR PROMISED CLOSING SONG, IF SHE CAN STILL MAKE IT: THIS IS HER 7TH MONTH WITH TECHI! THESE ARE SOME Verses those churches so often sing, but don't even know what they are singing! They frequently take the name of the lord in vain, because they don't really mean what they're singing! And yet there are many of the old songs that have beautiful truths if they would only mean them when they sing:

55. **LIKE THAT OLD SONG "IN THE GARDEN"—THAT IS WHERE MOST CHRISTIANS WANT TO STAY: THE "GARDEN" IS SUPPOSEDLY LIKE THE SPIRITUAL GARDEN OF THE CHAPEL!—THAT'S WHERE THEY ALL WANT TO STAY!—BUT DO YOU KNOW WHAT THE LAST VERSE SAYS? I HAVE NEVER HEARD ANYONE INTERPRET THIS THIS WAY, OR BRING OUT THE TRUE MEANING & MESSAGE OF THIS LAST VERSE!—SEE IF YOU CAN CATCH ON AS WE SING IT: (DAD & MARIA SING A LOVELY HARMONISING DUET TOGETHER!:

56. **AND HE'LL WALK WITH ME, AND HE'LL TELL ME I AM HIS OWN! AND THE JOYS WE'LL SHARE, AS WE Tarry THERE—(POINTS FORWARD LIKE OUT TO THE MISSION FIELD) NONE OTHER HAS EVER KNOWN!"**

(ABRAHAM: **"THese WORDS ARE KISSES OF LOVE TO ABRAHAM: THESE WORDS ARE KISSES OF LOVE TO ABRAHAM: THE LORD GIVES THESE SONGS TO COMFORT YOU AND YOUR FATHER.** WE'LL SOON BE AT THE END OF THE ROAD—and the end of the road for us will be just the beginning:** THANK YOU, LORD!**

57. **"I'D STAY IN THE GARDEN WITH HIM, BUT THE NIGHT AROUND ME IS FALLING, HE BIDS ME GO! THROUGH THE VOICE OF WOE! HIS VOICE TO ME IS CALLING! AND HE'LL WALK WITH ME, AND HE'LL TELL ME I AM HIS OWN! AND THE JOYS WE'LL SHARE, AS WE Tarry THERE—(POINTS FORWARD LIKE OUT TO THE MISSION FIELD) NONE OTHER HAS EVER KNOWN!"

58. **DO YOU GET THE MESSAGE?—IT'S NOT OUR JOB TO STAY IN THE GARDEN, IT'S OUR JOB TO GO!**

"I'D STAY IN THE GARDEN, BUT HE BIDS ME GO!—AND HOW DOES HE MAKE US GO?—"THROUGH THE VOICE OF WOE!"—HE STIRS UP A LITTLE TROUBLE FOR US HERE & WE MOVE THERE, THEN HE STIRRS UP A LITTLE TROUBLE FOR US THERE, & WE HAVE TO MOVE SOMEWHERE ELSE—& SO WE KEEP GOING.

59. **DON'T THINK YOU'RE GOING TO LIVE HERE IN ONE PLACE FOREVER! I'LL BE THANKFUL IF WE MANAGE TO LIVE HERE A FEW MONTHS, IF YOU KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN & YOUR MOUTHS SHUT! WE MIGHT BE ABLE TO MAKE IT & PUT OUT A FEW MORE LETTERS & GET A LITTLE MORE WORK DONE. BUT YOU'RE GOING TO HAVE TO REALTY PRAY & CLING TO THE LORD.

60. **IF THE ANTI-CHRIST IS GOING TO RULE THE WORLD ONLY 6 YEARS FROM NOW, WE ARE DEFINITELY CLOSER TO THE END THAN WE WERE 10 YEARS AGO, THAT'S FOR SURE!—THAT MEANS MOST OF THE JOB IS BEHIND US, IF WE'VE ONLY GOT 5 YEARS TO GO!**

61. **THE LORD SAID THAT SOME OF US WILL WITNESS DURING THE A.C.'S REIGN, EVEN DURING THE TRIBULATION & RIGHT ON UP TO THE VERY END. THINK OF THAT:—THERE WILL STILL BE SOME OF US AROUND TILL JESUS COMES! THEY WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO STOP US ALL! SO THANK YOU, LORD: BUT FOR THOSE WHOM THEY DO STOP, WELL, PLLC! YOUR JOB IS OVER!—AT LEAST WHERE YOU ARE—you'll have to go someplace else & witness even there.**

62. **IF THEY STAY ANY OF YOU ENTIRELY WELL, HALLELUJAH!—THEN YOU'VE FINISHED YOUR FATHERLY TASK!—YOU CAN COME ON OVER TO THE OTHER SIDE & HELP US "MINISTERING SPIRITS" FINISH OURS.—HA. (HE.1:14.) PTL! TJ!:—AMEN!—THE HAPPY ENDING!**

63. **(PRAYS:) LORD, WE'RE ENTERING NOW A NEW YEAR. TONIGHT IS THE BEGINNING OF THE FIRST DAY, & WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD, LORD, TO MANY GREATER THINGS. BUT SOME OF IT MAY BE GREATER PERSECUTION & GREATER HARDSHIPS & GREATER DIFFICULTIES, GREATER LOADS, GREATER TRIALS & TRI- BULATIONS, FOR YOU SAID "WITH PERSECUTIONS."**

64. **WE LOOK BACK ON SOME GREAT YEARS, LORD: WE LOOK BACK AT THE TREMENDOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE PAST, & WE THANK YOU FOR WHAT YOU HAVE DONE, & WE THANK YOU AHEAD OF TIME FOR WHAT YOU'RE GOING TO DO. WE BELIEVE YOU'RE GOING TO CONTINUE TO USE US & MAKE US A GREAT BLESSING, BUT IN DIFFERENT WAYS & IN DIFFERENT PLACES WITH DIFFERENT PEOPLE BY ENTIRELY NEW MINISTRIES, LORD, & ENTIRELY NEW IDEAS IN ENTIRELY NEW PLACES & WAYS. 65. BUT WE'RE STILL GOING TO KEEP GOING, LORD, & THEY'LL NEVER BE ABLE TO STOP US ALL! PTL! WE JUST THANK YOU FOR HOW MUCH YOU HAVE HELPED US TO ACCOMPLISH ALREADY, & WE THANK YOU AHEAD OF TIME FOR HOW MUCH YOU ARE GOING TO HELP US ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEW YEAR. BLESS & KEEP THY CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD, LORD.**

66. **WE KNOW THAT SOME WILL SUFFER & SOME WILL HAVE TO DIE FOR THE GOSPEL. YOU PROMISED IT, LORD, BUT YOU SAID, "GREAT IS YOUR REWARD IN HEAVEN, FOR SO PERSECUTED THEY THE PROPHETS WHICH WERE BEFORE YOU!" (MT.5:12.) SO WE THANK YOU, LORD, EVEN FOR THE PERSECUTION WHICH GETS US ON THE GO & HELPS US TO GO ON & FINISH THE JOB IN OTHER PLACES WHERE THEY'RE WAITING & HUNGRY & RECEPTIVE & WE'RE NEEDED, LORD.

67. **GET US OUT OF THESE COUNTRIES WHERE WE'VE SATURATED & WORN OUT OUR WELCOME! HELP US, LORD, IN JESUS' NAME, WE ASK FOR THY GLORY.—AMEN!**